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External links Category:3D rendering software Category:3D graphics software1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates generally to a programmable camera mount having a universal mount that may be adjusted for various types of cameras. More specifically, this invention relates to a camera mount having a universal mount, an adapter, and a universal base to provide a reliable camera
mounting base. 2. Description of the Prior Art The primary purpose of most camera mounts are to attach a camera to a varying type of object. In addition to the primary purpose of a camera mount, it is also intended to allow photographers to shoot shots from anywhere they like. Accordingly, a universal mounting base with a camera mount is desirable. U.S. Pat. No. 4,376,444 shows a universal

support stand with a tripod base. This device is intended to be attached to a tripod in order to provide stability while taking shots. This device is not designed to provide a universal mount. Also, this device does not provide an adapter for other devices. U.S. Pat. No. 4,396,282 shows a camera supports base with adjustable legs. This device is not intended to be used with a camera mount. This device
also does not have an adapter for other devices. U.S. Pat. No. 4,457,268 shows a universal mounting base for a light stand. This device is specifically intended to be attached to a light stand. This device does not provide a universal base for a camera mount. Also, this device does not provide an adapter for other devices. U.S. Pat. No. 4,972,408 shows a universal support stand that provides a mount for
a camera and a tripod or a monopod. This device is not intended for attachment to a universal base. Also, this device does not provide an adapter for other devices. U.S. Pat. No. 5,214,828 shows a camera mount having a tripod base. The tripod base is intended to be attached to a tripod for providing stability for the camera. This device is not intended to be used with a universal base or adapter. Also,

this device does not provide an adapter for other devices. U.S. Pat. No. 5,544,080 shows a universal support stand with a tripod base. This device is not intended to be used with a universal base or with an adapter for other devices. Also, this device does not provide an adapter for other devices
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